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H. U. E. THODEN VAN VELZEN
and
W. VAN WETERING

AFFLUENCE, DEPRIVATION AND THE
FLOWERING OF BUSH NEGRO
RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS

"Marx's dictum that 'being determines consciousness' was trae
only for as long as it takes consciousness to acquire the art of
estrangement; thereafter, consciousness is on its own and can
both determine or ignore being."
Joseph Brodsky (1979:32)

1. Introduction
During the eighteenth century, the majority of Suriname's fugitive
slaves succeeded in wringing peace treaties from their former masters.
Although these Maroons, or Bush Negroes, as they prefer to call
themselves today, practised their own form of swidden (slash-and-burn)
cultivation, they also became involved in the economie life of the
plantation colony at an early stage. For most of the nineteenth century,
many Bush Negroes worked as independent lumberers, feiling trees,
squaring logs and floating these, tied together as rafts, to buyers
on the plantations or in the capital, Paramaribo. In the first quarter of
that century, hundreds of Bush Negroes left their villages in the interior
to settle along the rivers of the coastal plain, closer to their customers.1
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100 H. U. E. Thoden van Velzen and W. van Wetering

During the 1880s, new economie opportunities opened up. Rich
deposits of gold were discovered in the hinterland. Bush Negroes
abandoned the lumber trade in large numbers, to offer their services
as freight carriers to the gold companies or individual gold-diggers. In
the next decade, following on the heels of this bonanza, three im-
portant religious movements erupted among the Bush Negroes. Around
1890, the Gaan Gadu cult spread from its place of birth on the
Tapanahoni and made converts among all six Bush Negro tribes. In
1892, Anake for the first time preached the millenary gospel of Santa
Yeye in villages along the central section of the Suriname River. A
decade later, about 1905, the prophet Atjaimikule rallied hundreds of
followers around the worship of Na Ogü, deity of the forest, in the
coastal plain. These three religious movements form the subject of this
paper; we will bring together what is known about them and then
attempt to explain certain of their characteristics.2

On the basis of our archival research and anthropological field work,
we will argue the following three closely related points. First, in order
to arrive at a better understanding of them, all three movements
must be placed against the backdrop of changing relations of pro-
duction. Secondly, it is important to recognize that adaptations to these
new economie circumstances appear to have varied greatly. For one
movement, that of Gaan Gadu, the new economie infrastructure
appears to have had direct consequences for the religious beliefs, ritual
and cult organization. Arrows of causation seem to point almost
directly from. the infrastructure to certain aspects of the religious
superstructure. The cults of Anake and Atjaimikule, on the other hand,
present us with additional problems, as they seem to be as much a
reaction against their rival, Gaan Gadu, as responses to the new
economie challenge of the gold industry. Finally, and most importantly,
all three movements differ greatly in ideational structure, that is, the
system of beliefs, myths and philosophy that is at the heart of every
religion. Thus, no crude infra- and superstructure model could possibly
satisfy the demands of honest and disciplined inquiry.

The approach adopted here hinges on a number of key concepts and
related presuppositions. The concept of "relations of production", in
our view, must occupy a central place in the analysis of religious
movements. It points to basic economie transactions and relationships,
to inequality and to the resource base of a cult. Another key concept,
"social anchorage", requires us to gather information about that
sector of society which shows particular affinity with the movement.
It leads us to ask such a simple but essential question as whether the
poor or the privileged support the movement. Once we have charted
the basic economie transactions and prevailing power relations, the
attention can then shift to psychic transactions. Given certain economie
and political parameters, what forms of psychological gratification do
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MAP A
BUSH NEGRO TRIBES AND GOLD FIELDS IN SURINAME AND FRENCH GUIANA (C. 1900).
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102 H. U. E. Thoden van Velzen and W. van Wetering

cult leaders allow themselves and hold out to their followers? What
price do adepts have to pay for their peace of mind? Questions such
as these are obviously related to the world view of every movement.

2. The hour of riches
Between 1880 and 1885, the hinterland of the Guianas became a focus
of international economie interest with the discovery of gold (Lacroix
1970:110). Thousands of gold-diggers swarmed over the newly
discovered fields in the remote interior. In 1887, on the Lawa, for
example, their numbers swelled from an estimated 2,500 in August to
4,000 before the end of that year (Polidore 1889:31). Only one group,
the Bush Negroes, was able to unlock the interior to the thousands of
gold-diggers who came from all parts of the world in search of El
Dorado. They alone had a means of conveyance adapted to the
shallow, treacherous waters: the dug-out canoe. Only they knew the
way, in the continually shifting meander of rapids, and they had the
nerve and the skill to do it. Their monopoly over river transport was
usedby them to exact high wages and high freight prices (Flory 1882:
484). In the opening years of this century, for example, freight prices
on the Albina-Lawa route, which had briefly gone down to 10 florins
($ 4), sky-rocketed again to levels of Hfl. 32.50 or Hfl. 50 during the
second gold rush (1901-1904) in the Marowijne basin (van Loon
1904-1905; Polak 1908:207). The income of patrons, as the Bush
Negro boat owners came to be called, was truly astonishing in
contemporary terms. Between 1880 and 1920, the average income of
these entrepreneurs seldom feil below 2,500 florins ($ 1,000) per
annum, while for many years it was well above 3,500 florins (de Beet
and Thoden van Velzen 1977:123-128).

2.1. Rich and poor
The first step in our argument is to try and show that not every Bush
Negro profited equally from the bonanza. A rift was to open up
between the wealthy sector and the poor, between the patrons and
those who did not own boats or who could not take part in the
transport industry. Regional differences also counted: some areas saw
their men leave for lengthy periods, while other regions were located
at the hub of economie activity, meaning that their men-folk, while
working, always remained only a few days' travel away. Any attempt
at explaining the incidence and shape of religious movements during
this period should start with these key factors of differentiation and
inequality.

We can amplify on this point by considering in some detail the
tribal and corresponding geographical differentiation which has long
characterized Bush Negro society. Six tribes3 can be distinguished,
each occupying a different part of the interior. The most numerous
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104 H. U. E. Thoden van Velzen and W. vanWetering

are the Djuka and the Saramaka. During the eighteenth century, the
Djuka built their villages along the Tapanahoni in the southeast
corner of Suriname, spreading eventually from there to adjacent parts
of the Marowijne and Lawa rivers, and to the confluence of the
Suriname River and Sara Creek. In the first decades of the nineteenth
century, they also settled in the coastal plain on the banks of the
Cottica, Commewijne and lower Saramacca rivers (see map A). All
told, the Djuka numbered approximately 4,000 in 1900. The Saramaka,
in roughly the same numbers, occupied villages along the Suriname
river and its tributaries, in the centre of the country. The villages of
the Matawai (approximately 600 strong in 1900) were strung along the
upper and middle reaches of the Saramacca river, while a few hundred
Kwinti lived along the Tibiti and Coppename rivers, farther to the
west. The Djuka shared the Marowijne basin with the Paramaka, who
were settled along the middle section of the Marowijne, and the Aluku
(also called Boni), who lived on the banks of the Lawa, a continuation
of the Marowijne river. In 1900, neither the Paramaka nor the Aluku
exceeded 500 in all. Those of the Marowijne basin, the Djuka,
Paramaka and Aluku, will here be referred to as "the Easterners",
while the Saramaka, Matawai and Kwinti are lumped together as
"Westerners".4 .

The aforementioned geographical factors are not without relevance
for the argument. Although sizeable gold deposits were found along
Sara Creek, and to a lesser extent along the Saramacca and Suriname
rivers, in the long run most placers came to be worked in the Lawa
basin and in French Guiana. From 1880 till well into the 1930s, the
Mana was the most important river for the gold industry in French
Guiana.5 Most placers along the upper reaches of the Mana could
also be reached, and often with less effort, via the Lawa and some of
its tributaries. Footpaths crossing the watershed connected the two
river basins. For these reasons, the Marowijne-Lawa river became
Suriname's main artery for the gold industry, and remained much more
important than any of Suriname's other rivers.

Thus the following picture can be drawn: Bush Negroes living in the
Marowijne basin (Easterners) did not have to migrate in large numbers
to French Guiana. The Westerners, however, followed the gold-diggers
to the Mana, Approuague, Oyapock, Casawini and Marowijne,6 and
were forced to remain there for long periods. According to Price
(1970:162; 1975:66), Saramaka men of the Upper River area left
their families in the tribal villages to settle in French Guiana for
periods of ten or even twenty years before returning. Many Saramaka
founded new villages in that country and appointed their own headmen
(Neumann 1967:104).

But even for the Bush Negroes living in the Marowijne basin, the
new affluence was far from universally shared. The term is misléading
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A Tapanahoni village (1886)
Source: Brunetti (1890)

'The carrying of the corpse':
A posthumous divination in a Tapanahoni village (1886)

Source: Brunetti (1890)
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106 H. U. E. Thoden van Velzen and W. van Wetering

insofar as it tends to gloss over the fact that there were many who
did not profit from the influx of wealth. Those over fifty, for example,
could not compete with young men in carrying barrels holding 90 kilos
of salted meat, or pieces of heavy equipment, over the slippery stones
in the rapids. The older men were not equal to the task of paddling
and punting a canoe with a two-ton load against the current of the
river for two, three, or sometimes even four weeks. Other men were
incapacitated by illness; their numbers, in a society without adequate
medical care, must have been considerable. Furthermore, ritual
obligations — mourning for a deceased spouse, for example — would
have kept some men tied to their villages for months. These dependants
(as this sector of Bush Negro society will be called here) included
women as well. Women, after all, had to rely on male assistance
for felling the giant trees of the rain forest. Without this help —
which, due to the changed circumstances, was often not forthcoming
— it was well-nigh impossible for them to clear new gardens. These
women were thus thrown back on easily exhausted older fields or
tracts of forest not yet sufficiently regenerated. Hence a decline in
agricultural production ensued. Not surprisingly, most reports of
famines and cases of starvation came from Saramaka villages along the
Suriname and its tributaries — that is, from the most populous part of
the western zone.7

Most of the new wealth was hoarded by the boatmen or spent on
fancy goods. Particularly in the case of the Westerners, only a small
portion of the money found its way to the dependants. The customary
channelling and redistribution through marriage was also affected.
With a considerable number of boatmen staying away for periods of
many years and choosing their mates from among the Creole women
of the coast, the flow of goods to Bush Negro women slowed down to
a trickle. More seriously, the time-honoured mechanism of lineage re-
distribution, so successful in the earlier type of society of lumberers,
no longer functioned smoothly; this is a point we will have to take up
again in the following pages.

In brief, the first part of the argument is as follows: the lucrative
transport trade opened up a rift between freight carriers and de-
pendants. Even for the Easterners of the Marowijne basin, the in-
equality between the boatmen and dependants was marked and,
because of their continuous presence within the same geographical
area, glaringly conspicuous. Travellers on the Marowijne noticed at
the same time signs of both astounding affluence^ and of starvation.
Beneath a surface of prosperity, then, the gap between rich and poor
had actually widened considerably.

2.2. New relations of production
The second part of the argument requires us to look beyond the early
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development of productive forces to the new relations of production as
these took shape af ter 1885. As mentioned bef ore, for most of the
nineteenth century, Bush Negroes had been predominantly lumber
workers. They had left their villages in the interior in large numbers
to settle in permanent villages or temporary bush camps along the
banks of several rivers on the coastal plain. They either had fixed
places of residence or stayed at a given bush camp for many months,
long enough for a man to be accompanied by his wife and children.
Often a considerable number of matrilineal relatives jointly made the
move to the coast.

Shared residence, however, can only partially explain the vitality of
the quite large corporate kin groups of the time. More significantly,
when facing regularly recurring bottlenecks in the poduction process,
lumberers needed one another. Valuable trees, then as now, were
scattered throughout the forest; only a few kinds grew on the river
banks. In most cases, therefore, after feiling trees and clearing
branches, quite sizeable logs — at times even whole tree trunks —
had to be hauled towards the river. After a provisional path had been
cleared, whole kin groups would team together for this arduous work,
and as many as forty people would cooperate in dragging the logs
with ropes to the river. Old and young, male and female, alle were
welcome to contribute their labour. Once they had reached the river
bank, their problems were over; rafts were constructed while they
waited for the tide to take their lumber to prospective buyers in
Paramaribo or on the plantations.

The few hours (or at most, days) it took to haul the trunks or logs
were decisive for the relations of production: they provided the
corporate matrilineal group, with its ideology of mutual sharing and
collective responsibility, with a solid economie underpinning. These
relations of production also provided a boost for distributive mech-
anisms, which functioned in such a way as to level income differences.
On this fertile soil flourished a therapeutic community of medicine-
men, spirit mediums and ancestor priests. Their manifest task was to
maintain good relations with the supematural world, but their presence
had important socio-economic consequences as well. This "therapeutic
community" skimmed off a considerable part of the wealth accu-
mulated by lumber workers. The "therapists" were able to do this
because there was no clear-cut difference between producers and
dependants, between those who participated in the dominant pro-
duction process and those who did not. To restate the vital crux of
the argument: the labour of each and every man and woman was
needed, even if only for a short period. The lumber workers relied
on older men and on women for a single, but essential part of the
production process.
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108 H. U. E. Thoden van Velzen and W. van Wetering

Most of the therapists were older men and women, who functioned
as medicinemen, spirit mediums and intercessors with the ancestor
spirits. They took advantage of the reliance of the lumber workers on
their labour by drawing them deeper into relations of dependence in
the medical and religious fields. Almost without exception, illness
was believed to be caused by supernatural agencies. The therapeutic
community could define the cause of an illness and supervise the
recuperative process. Divination and curing were their duty, social
influence and fees their prerogative.

Although the Bush Negroes of the nineteenth century formed part of
the plantation colony, and were tied to it by numerous transactions,
in other respects they continued to form closed, parochial systems. One
shared one's goods with one's matrilineal kin, one could expect vital
economie support from these selfsame kin, and one sought relief for
afflictions from mediums and medicinemen of one's own matrilineage
bef ore turning to specialists elsewhere. Thus, the argument is. that the
wider relations of production that characterized the world of the
lumber workers boosted levelling mechanisms at the local level. The
arena for levelling was the corpora te lineage.

River transport altered the organization of work. Between Albina or
St. Laurent, at the mouth of the Marowijne River, on the one hand,
and the main Lawa gold fields on the other, lie 270 kilometers of
river, and to the rich placers of the Inini 350 kilometers. It used to
take boat crews two to three weeks to complete the trips between
these places. Af ter a few days off for rest and repairs, crew members
would usually take another load without retuming to their villages.
Although the Easterners retained the option of visiting their kin when
something important was afoot, the pattern of shared residence had
to all intents and purposes vanished.

A weightier factor yet was the severing of relations of economie
dependence. A Bush Negro who had set out to work as a river carrier
did not need to rely on the matrilineal kin group: the services of
only one or two sons or sister's sons were all that was needed. And
even this type of minimal dependence could be circumvented by joining
forces with an adult kinsman or a friend (a boat crew usually
consisted of only two to three men). The relations of production, then,
did not oblige the freight carriers to look for help to their kinsmen.
Originally an essential prop, these relatives now had become a
liability. Yet the old therapeutic community still existed. Spirit
mediums and medicinemen continued diagnosing illnesses and, while
pointing to supernatural causes, laying the blame at the door óf ir-
responsible kinsmen, exacting fees as they did so. The tensions
between the boatmen released from kinship bonds and the therapeutic
community were to become a principal force in the furore accom-
panying the birth of the Gaan Gadu cult.
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3. The hour of witches

3.1. A witch craze on the Tapanahoni
At the end of the 1880s, delegations from various Djuka villages
journeyed to their chief at Diitabiki to convince him of the threat that
a growing army of witches was presenting to the body social. The
response both from chief Oseisie.( 1884-1915) and from the custodians
of the tribal shrines was lukewarm; they resented the initiative, which
they saw as an encroachment upon their authority, but on the other
hand realized that they could not ignore these pleas altogether. A
number of ritual accommodations was made, but these were considered
insignificant by many Djuka.8

In 1889 or 1890 the funerary rites for Coba, a woman from the
central Tapanahoni village of Puketi, developed into a mass meeting
clamouring for radical reform. Henceforth, the elders at the meeting
argued, their prime task was to be to combat witchcraft. The elders,
supported by the assembled people, took matters into their own hands
by ordering a screening of all Djuka throughout the whole of the
Tapanahoni region. The corpse of the deceased, carried on a litter,
was to function as an oracle that would smell out witches. Within
two or three months a few thousand Djuka were confronted with this
new oracle. As part of the campaign, an iconoclastic purge was set in
motion and the shrines of countless deities were destroyed; mediums
had their guardian spirits exorcized and their paraphernalia thrown
into the river (Thoden van Velzen 1978). In the eyes of the leaders
of the purge, many mediums were having dealings with powerful and
dangerous forces that could easily be turned against their fellow-men.

After the worst of the Puketi investigation was over, Da Labi
Gumasakka (Da Sakka for short), the most influential among the
custodians of tribal shrines, persuaded the assembled crowd that they
should büry the remains of Coba. In return, he offered them a new
deity who would watch over their interests and guarantee their safety.
Thé deity's shrine was a sacred bundie fastened to a plank. When two
bearers carried this shrine, it functioned as an oracle. The movements
of the bearers were interpreted as the reactions of Gaan Gadu,
as the new deity was called, to questions asked or things happening
in the vicinity of the oracle. In return for recognition, De Sakka had
to meet the demands of the gathering at Puketi. All decisions taken
by the Coba oracle had to be honoured. The destruction of evil objects,
the exorcizing of spirits — all these actions were applauded as
contributing greatly to the improvement of the quality of life. "It was
a weight off our chest to know that all these bad spirits were no
longer around", one informant of ours recalled his mother telling
him. .

The clues revealing the social anchorage of the Puketi movement
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derive particularly from the idiom of witchcraft: the have-nots were
singled out as suspects. Those who owned few possessions, people
reasoned, would have a motive for committing the heinous crimes of
which witches were supposed to be guilty. Consumed by envy as they
were believed to be, they would enlist the support of supernatural
agencies to hurt their victims or cause more general adversity. Some
were suspected of having poisoned their richer kinsmen.

Da Sakka promised to contain and repulse the rising tide of witch-
craft. Under his leadership, a small group of priests continued the
investigations begun at Puketi, though on a more permanent basis,
and with fees for divination and treatment. The boatmen were willing
to pay handsome fees to the Gaan Gadu priests, on condition that their
lives, possessions and reputations would no longer be in danger. It
would have to be made clear at the new oracle that they, the boatmen,
were the hard-working members of the Djuka tribe, who could walk
upright. Thus, the new Gaan Gadu adopted the reforms of the Coba
oracle in toto. The events at Puketi had brought the atmosphere of
emergency to a climax, and neither Da Sakka nor anybody else would
have been capable of dispelling this, even if they had had reason
to do so. Coba's death therefore marked a watershed in Djuka history,
which it is justifiable to divide into two periods, that before and after
Coba.

3.2. Tribute and privilege
After Da Sakka had succeeded in getting his Gaan Gadu oracle
accepted by the Tapanahoni population, the decision was promptly
taken to export the cult to other regions where Djuka had settled, as
well as to other Bush Negroes. This missionary zeal was related to
several new theological ideas, in particular to notions about a supreme
deity and the universal and omnipresent character of evil — points we
shall return to later. The Tapanahoni Djuka considered the new creed
as absolutely essential for the survival of all Bush Negroes, not as
something of only parochial or tribal significance. These sentiments
were reinforced by the profits the hieratic leadership stood to gain
from a new stream of supplicants. Soon a number of Gaan Gadu
shrines were established in Bush Negro villages beyond the Tapana-
honi region, both in the interior and on the coastal plain.9

Although the new cult met with great enthusiasm, it actually rested
on a rather narrow base. The men who stood to gain from it financially,
the priests, came predominantly from a few particular matrilineages.
Of the fourteen Djuka clans only two, the Otoo and the Misidjan,
and within these only a few lineages, could lay claim to part of the
spoils. In the euphoric mood of the first years, this imbalance was
hardly noticed; it was to assume major proportions in a later phase,
however.
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The Flowering of Bush Negro Religious Movements 111

A salient feature of the new cult that needs to be discussed here
was the institution of the "God's cargoes" (gadu lai). All the
possessions of those who were believed to have been killed by Gaan
Gadu — mainly for sins of witchcraft — were ritually cleansed by
the priests and then confiscated. Only a small proportion of these
goods ever found its way back to the relatives. Of the remainder,
more than half was kept by the priests for their own use: many
prized objects and all cash went that way. But a remarkable quantity
of goods, part of it valuable, was left to rot at Santi Goon, Gaan
Gadu's sacred bush shrine. Certainly, the priests had not taken the
"God's cargoes" solely for their personal enrichment, or as income for
themselves or their favourites. They clearly had set aside a large
portion for Gaan Gadu. Purchased goods — household utensils,
Victorian bric-a-bric bought by boatmen, mantelpiece decorations, gold
chains, shoes, etc. — were abandoned.10

Not far from this sanctuary was the witches' cemetery — if it
deserves this name. The corpses of witches were left unburied there,
covered only with a few branches, for the beasts of prey to devour.
As with the confiscation of legacies, the discarding of a witch's corpse
in the forest was an ancient institution; it had been a Standard
practice that was part and parcel of an older Djuka cult. What the
new cult did was to increase the number of such cases greatly.
Formerly, posthumous condemnation had been exceptional; now it
appeared to be applied to a majority of the deceased. Between 1961
and 1970, when the Gaan Gadu cult was still flourishing in the
Tapanahoni region, more than 50% of all deceased persons were
posthumously condemned as witches (van Wetering 1973:57). During
the year 1962, 35 "God's cargoes" were received by the priests. The
volume of confiscated goods brought to Santi Goon must have been
enormous, as were the spoils for the priests.

Later there was to be resentment against the posthumous treatment
of witches: the confiscation of their effects and the practice of not
burying their corpses. Some organizational features of the cult, such
as its centralized and hierarchical character, would also come under
criticism. Bush Negroes from other rivers (Djuka, Saramaka, Matawai
and others) came to the centre on the Tapanahoni, not the other way
round. The hierarchy was also asserted through the constant flow of
tribute towards the Tapanahoni shrines. In 1894 every settlement
on the Cottica and Commewijne rivers which boasted a village head-
man had to pay a special tax of 128 florins ($ 51) to Gaan Gadu's
priests on the Tapanahoni (MBB 1895:53). In 1917 a small Saramaka
village paid 320 florins for the right to open a Gaan Gadu shrine, an
enormous sum of money at that time — in fact, more than what
most labourers in Paramaribo would have earned in a whole year
(Junker 1925:154). This money went direct into the coffers of the
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Gaan Gadu priests at Diitabiki (cf. Thoden van Velzen 1977).
Even more important for our understanding of the dominant position

of the centre was the obligation to bring witches' effects to the Tapana-
honi shrines (MTB 1896:76). Leerdam (1957) noted that the effects
of the dead who had been found guilty of witchcraft in the Sara
Creek region were transported with great difficulty from this area to
Diitabiki. Instead of crossing the watershed between Sara Creek and
the Tapanahoni, which was too arduous an undertaking with fully
loaded boats, the carriers of these cargoes followed the Suriname river
downstream, then went east along the Cottica, crossing the watershed
into eastern Suriname, and finally upstream again along the Marowijne
and Tapanahoni. During their long journey, while hauling boats
through the rapids or carrying the "God's cargo" over slippery
stones, they had to be constantly on their guard not to lose or damage
a single object. Any such mishap would lay them open to charges of
negligence or fraud, for which stiff fines would be sure to follow.

4. Gaan Gadu and Djuka religion

4.1. Pantheons
Before assessing the novelty and significance of the beliefs associated
with Gaan Gadu, we will first roughly sketch the basic contours of
Djuka religion. The comerstones of this religion are four, five, or some-
times six pantheons, each independent of the other. A supreme deity,
whose role is viewed as being so restricted that we may safely speak
of a deus otiosus, is recognized. At regular intervals throughout Djuka
history, this "traditional" cosmology has been challenged by a Great
Deity or High God cult (to borrow a term from the Africanists). The
key feature of this alternative world view is a supreme deity who is
active in the world and who intervenes in human af f airs. Man's aim in
life then becomes to find favour in the eyes of this new deity, who will
protect his followers against other supernatural powers and dangers.
His commands are quite specific and when these are obeyed, man
can count on divine favour.

This view of man's destiny is radically different from the traditional
conception, according to which success and harmony hinge on a
proper compromise that man must find between the claims of diverse
supernatural agencies. In various ways, this Great Deity or High God
cult suppresses or contravenes traditional religious phenomena such
as spirit possession. The cult is in conflict with the vested interests of
the "traditionalists". Each wave of High God fervour is accompanied
by a radicalization of attitudes; feelings of inadequacy and regret at
past failures express themselves in acts of iconoclasm and the neglect
of daily economie and social routines.

Gaan Gadu, also known under the name Gaan Tata among the
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Sairamaka and Matawai (and sometimes also called Bigi Gadu, Masaa
Jehova, Sweli Gadu, Gwangwella, Tata Ede and Bakaa), is the God
who led the Djuka out of slavery and guided them in their battles
against the colonial mercenaries. The Gaan Gadu cult is only one
of many High God movements in Bush Negro society. It shared most
of the characteristics of the others, but added a moral code that
reflected the basic concerns of its protagonists. The code defended
economie individualism, cultivated distrust of the poor and attempted
to shift the point of gravity in the psychic field of its adherents. As
we will presently see, these aims overlapped with the aspirations of
the boatmen to become integrated into a world of wider economie and
social transactions.

4.2. An ideology of the privileged
Distrust of the poor betrayed itself in the specific way witchcraft
beliefs were elaborated and defined. Those who met with adversity and
debilitating illness — and not the successful and the wealthy — were
suspect. When around 1890, af ter the dread of witches had sunk into
the minds of the boatmen, Gaan Gadu was called upon to safeguard
his people, they had to enter into a covenant with Him by drinking
his sacred potion. This diingi Sweli or diingi Gadu (lit. "drinking
of Sweli", "drinking of God") was considered to be the new cult's
main sacrament; at the same time, it was believed to be an ordeal
that would separate the sheep from the goats. Those who feil ill within
a week af ter undergoing the ordeal were condemned as witches; those
who remained healthy had proved themselves worthy of God's
protection.

Two significant differences with the past come to light here.
Whereas formerly the drinking of the sacred potion had been reserved
to a few suspects, and once every two or three years to representatives
of clans who in this way renewed the oath of allegiance to the tribal
chief, af ter 1890 it became binding on every adult. Equally important,
the rites were no longer defined predominantly as an oath of allegiance
to the Djuka tribe and its chief. Supplicants from other tribes were
also encouraged to undergo the ordeal and in this way to conclude
a covenant with Gaan Gadu to keep his most sacred precept: never to
use witchcraft. One's first loyalty now was to Gaan Gadu rather
than to a particular tribe. While the institution of oath taking was
ancient, its redefinition was radical. It reflected both the rising fears
of witchcraft and the fact that Djuka, Saramaka, Aluku and Matawai
were now living and working in the same river basins of Suriname and
French Guiana, sharing bush camps for night stops, and assisting each
other when passing rapids. A "good man" was no longer merely a
trusted kinsman who properly fulfilled his obligations towards his
relatives. Virtue could now be defined according to a universally
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valid standard, whereby man demonstrates his moral stature by being
insusceptible to the enticements of power and revenge that the
arsenal of witchcraft offers. Successful submission to the poison ordeal,
taking a drink from the sacred potion, proved a person's purity, so
that he could henceforth move in wider circles. This is one example
of how the cult opened windows on an expanded world.

4.3. The character of the deity
Gaan Gadu's priests propagated a view of man's destiny and of the
character of the supreme deity that was astoundingly novel and
unfamiliar to the Bush Negroes. The supernatural beings of traditional
cosmology were believed to punish departures from prescribed rules
of behaviour: infringements of taboos, neglect in the proper execution
of ritual, and other fairly well delineated transgressions. Gaan Gadu
demanded much more of the faithful. The deity scrutinized all their
acts for traces of moral corruption, and watched their thoughts and
feelings as well. Gaan Gadu was the deity "who looks down into our
hearts", as it was expressed, "and from whom we cannot hide our
evil thoughts". This divine monitoring was not limited to the period
of contact when the sacred potion was taken: it was a continuing
process, a permanent activity. This was a most revolutionary notion,
well adapted to priority number one of the ideology: to smell out
witches.

Barring a few exceptional cases, witches were not believed to be
activated by an inherited constitution predisposing them to the crimes
concerned (van Wetering 1973:84). Witchcraft was rather a state of
mind whereby men were seduced to harm the interests of relatives
and neighbours. Each misdeed was believed to pave the way for
successively graver ones; the propensity to practise witchcraft grew
like a cancer in the body, feeding on it and ultimately destroying it.
This process of gradual moral corruption often took years to reach its
climax, by which time the depraved person was wholly determined
to destroy human life, and was well equipped to do so. But along the
road to this final station there were stopping-places, opportunities
where supposedly the individual could resist further temptation and
turn back. Hence, a corollary of the theological notion of the omnis-
cient God was the probing of the conscience by the faithful. They were
encouraged to search their hearts for feelings of envy, hatred,
resentment, and for grudges harboured too long. The notion of guilt
was not foreign to traditional Bush Negro religious life, but the way
it came to predominate over other feelings certainly was. The emphasis
on the individual, who had to keep to the straight and narrow path
under perpetual inner scrutiny and at great pains was equally novel.11

The Gaan Gadu priests encouraged the probing of the conscience
through constant exhortations and, as we have seen, by making the
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Sweli, the ordeal-cum-sacrament, obligatory every two or three years
for all adults. They further increased distrust of every individual's
moral qualifications by demanding a full report on 'the stature of each
deceased. This had to be submitted immediately after the inquest, a
traditional institution given added significance. The core of the
inquest was the ancient West African tradition of "carrying the
corpse" (Rattray 1927:167-174), which had been kept alive by
Suriname's Bush Negroes. The corpse was tied to a litter and carried
through the village on the heads of two bearers. Questions were put
to the deceased's spirit by elders following the bier. The spirit replied
through the bearers' movements. This was an old form of divination
used in the case of Coba at Puketi and in that of every death during
earlier times. The new element was that Gaan Gadu's priests were not
satisfied with an answer to the question as to the cause — which
supernatural agency or what person had killed the deceased — but
also insisted oh receiving a verdict on his moral character. Each death
was then classified as a witch's death (wisi dedé), a sinner's death
(misi dedé) or a respectable death (yooka dedé). The first category
was the most dishonourable one: it meant either that the deceased had
been guilty of witchcraft or that his soul had sunk so low as to be
capable of such malevolent deeds had not Gaan Gadu intervened. As
was mentioned above, posthumous punishment was severe, entailing
no burial and confiscation of property. The mourning ritual was
reduced to bare essentials; the bereaved were to show no sign of
distress, but were rather supposed to demonstrate their relief by gaiety
and laughter.

Aside from the capital sin of witchcraft, the deity would punish
suicide attempts, most cases of physical aggression, adultery and
homosexuality. The taboos surrounding menstrual seclusion were seen
as even more sacred than bef ore: infringements were to be punished
as grave misdeeds. In all these cases the ultimate punishment meted
out by Gaan Gadu was death, a sinner's death (misi dedé). The
deceased would be left in a hurriedly dug, shallow igrave — more
than a witch deserved, t>ut still shameful. In addition, the elaborate
mourning ritual (for decent persons) was reduced to a few libations
and prayers by the descendants.

The stern disciplinarian character of the new cult was further added
to by the punishment meted out to those who showed lack of
punctuality: elders who were late in arriving at Gaan Gadu's services
were flogged, probably as much to their astonishment (no one had
ever been punished for such a trivial reason!) as to their discomfort
(BHW 1892:142). The priests tried to prevent divorces (MTB 1896:
67), squabbles bètween spouses (MTB 1895:49) and wife-beating
(BHW 1892:142). Divine laws seem to have been promulgated on the
proper education of children and the inviolability of property, though
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for these cases we are unable to cite any examples (Burkhardt 1898:
27). During the years immediately af ter the new cult's inception, the
priests made sustained efforts to enforce a number of rules affecting
many spheres of life (Schneider 1893:64). They managed to impress
the image of a harsh and vindictive deity upon the faithful (BHW
1892:139-144; MTB 1895:52).

How alien this type of deity was to ordinary Djuka religious
conceptions is underlined by the name Bakaa, one of the many names
borne by the God (MTB 1895:52). Although the ordinary meaning
of Bakaa in Djuka culture is "outsider", someone who is neither a Bush
Negro nor an Amerindian, here it referred to the narrower category
of the European. This association between Gaan Gadu and the
European is still considered important today; for example, people
claim that Gaan Gadu's main sanctuary at Santi Goon is guarded by
a big white man, who happens to be their deity in visible form. The
image of this God, then, was — to some extent at least — modelled
on the European, of, to be more specific, the authoritarian Dutch or
French District Commissioner and other such officials. With these
civil servants it was an article of faith that one could not deal
successfully with Bush Negroes without firmness: rules had to be
spelt out to them and the natives would then have to be made to keep
to these with severity.12 Why Bush Negroes would want to emulate
such paternalistic behaviöür, or at least identify with it, can only be
guessed at; perhaps it had somethihg to do with their view of the
successful man — a sort of "superman", better adapted to the
bewildering complexities of a new world than the Bush Negroes them-
selves. Once again, as with the redefinition of the poison ordeal, one
can see in the stern authoritarian features of the deity's "new style"
an attempt to forge links with a wider world.

Clearly, this world required a riew type of man. Business transactions
and daily social communicatión were no longer confined to a small
circle of rëlatives and a few white officials. From now on there was
to be close contact with other Büsh Negroes and with adventurers and
escapees from Devil's Island arid similar penal establishments in French
Guiana. Thé mterior had become a much more dangerous and un-
predictable place. It was also making greater demands; while there
was the challenge of new economie opportunities, of wealth unheard
of bèfore, the decisions to be taken could no longer be made jointly
with kinsmen. The anxieties thus generated required an outlet. Gaan
Gadu's priests met this requirement by initiating an anti-witchcraft
movement and advocating a shift of the psyche's point of gravity
towards the superego. The emphasis on the eradication of witchcraft
had been the result of the mass meeting at Puketi; the outcome of
this meeting, the psychological direction it provided, was the priests'
contribution. We would not argue, however, that the priests had
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no choice but to stress the superego as the psyche's dominant force.
Nor would we claim that their attempts met with lasting success. The
only thing one can talk about with certainty is the direction advocated.
To summarize the evidence: the cult attempted to heighten moral
sensibility by stressing conscience probing, by promulgating a new
set of restrictive rules, and by drawing the image of its deity in
authoritarian contours.

5. Explanations for Gaan Gadu
Coming as it did on the heels of three successive gold rushes in the
Marowijne-Lawa basin (Spalburg 1899a:8), it is difficult not to see
the Gaan Gadu cult as a response to an altered world. In particular,
the anti-witchcraft and the iconoclastic features of the movement
seem to invite (disciplined and systematic) speculation about the
grounds on which an explanation must rest.

With regard to witchcraft beliefs, one could advance a rather
instrumental explanation. The reasoning might run as follows: the
wealthy patrons manipulated witchcraft fears in such a way as to
sever relations with less prosperous kinsmen. In an age of golden
opportunities, the boatmen no longer needed their relatives; the latter
had become a burden that did not hold out any prospect of future
reward. The wealthy, by fanning the fires of the witch-craze, succeeded
in branding the destitute as anti-social forces. The poor could then do
little but remain silent. If they had clamoured for support from richer
kinsmen, the dependants would only have drawn attention to them-
seh/es and made their stigma yet more onerous.

Attractive though all such uncomplicated explanations are, this one
nonetheless had serious drawbacks. Undoubtedly, some boatmen
operated in exactly this way, removing the burden of certain kinship
obligations by casting suspicion on selected individuals. But with the
majority of the nouveaux riches, forces of a more complicated sort
were at work. They were not simply manipulators of witchcraft
beliefs, but were themselves in the grip of powerful emotions —
victims as much as exploiters of the panic at the end of the 1880s.
Let us explore these forces in some detail.

The boatmen had grown up in a society imbued with the values of
sharing and living together harmoniously (makandi libi). But actual
day-to-day life had increasingly departed from these ideals. Kinsmen
no longer lived and worked together in the same lumber camps. Even
in the eastern part of Suriname, boatmen often spent weeks or months
away on trips up and down the Marowijne bef ore returning to théir
relatives for a few days. Mutual sharing as a guide-liné for social life
makes sense only as long as both parties to the exchange have some-
thing worthwhile to contribute. And this was no longer the case. The
boatmen now possessèd money and had little need for assistance
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of the sort that their relatives could offer. They resented the claims
of their less fortunate kinsmen and rejected these, though at the same
time continuing to be mentally equipped for an egalitarian society
in which the values of togetherness held sway. This seerhs to be the
same type of inner conflict as that described by Keith Thomas (1970:
67) for parts of seventeenth-century England, where the self-
aggrandizement of thriving entrepreneurs clashed with the values of
charity.13 Bush Negro boatmen acted contrary to the values of com-
munality in which they had been steeped; they must therefore have
suffered pangs of conscience. Witchcraft accusations — as Thomas
(1970) goes on to argue for the English case — reduced such painful
feelings by justifying selfish behaviour towards the poor.

Dread is another element of the relevant psychical situation that
deserves mention. The boatmen possessed wealth undreamed of before;
they feared that envious kinsmen and neighbours would be prepared
to go to any length to obtain a share of it. What the investigations at
Puketi did for the boatmen was to externalize such fears, so that they
no longer seemed purely individual emotions gnawing at their in-
dividual sense of security in the world; as the investigations proceeded,
it became evident that these apprehensions were shared by hundreds
of their colleagues. As each day brought new and startling disclosures,
their fears seemed increasingly legitimate. Once these anxieties were
brought into the open and the enemies assumed concrete shape, they
could be fought and properly dealt with through humiliation, fines
and cleansing rituals that would deprive such witches of their main
weapons. This is why Puketi was so significant to the boatmen, who
were now economically the strongest group in Djuka society.

After the anti-witchcraft campaign, the connected iconoclastic
purges were the most important sign of upheaval in Djuka society. So
far, we have mentioned only one, the most important of them all,
known today as Sa Coba puu sani (literally "Sister Coba removes
(evil) things"). But there was at least one more purge on the Tapana-
honi at the village of Keementi in the 1890s.14 Other iconoclastic
purges took place in villages on the Cottica and Suriname rivers and
probably also on the Saramacca.15 In order to explain these outbreaks
of destructive zeal, the changes in the relations of production must be
recalled. The main factor on which this argument has hinged was
the breaking of bonds of economie dependence between men in the
age category of 15 to 50 and the remainder of the population (the
dependants). The majority of the men had gone to the main arteries
of the gold industry (Marowijne, French Guiana). The dependants
were left to f end for themselves, while the lumber industry was a
shambles (MTB 1895:710, KV 1895; Polak 1908:70).

Howéver, in the old villages social and ritual life continued to be
dominated by the "therapists". Spirit mediums diagnosed illness very
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much as they had done before, probably raising their fees, now that
there was so much money in the hands of male relatives. The elders
who acted as intermediaries with the ancestors must also have feit
tempted to let the boatmen pay handsomely for their intercession. We
would argue, though, that the boatmen themselves were the primary
driving force behind the iconoclastic purges as well. This was the
patrons' chance to unburden themselves of a diffuse and expensive
system of social control, and thus consolidate the freedom they had
acquired for themselves in the economie field. Each spirit exorcized
meant one medium less to indirectly lay claim to a share of one's
wealth through diagnosis of supernatural danger, the prescription of
high fees for cures, or other ritual expenses. The wholesale destruction
of shrines put dozens of custodians out of business.

Naturally, the boatmen continued to believe in the reality of super-
natural danger and persisted in ascribing illness and adversity to
these causes. But, as we have seen, these matters could also be taken
care of by a new group of specialists, the servants of Gaan Gadu,
a development that was the direct result of the Puketi events. It
would seem to have been in the boatmen's economie interests to
attempt to destroy the old therapeutic community and replace it with
a small priesthood that was not tied to the majority of its customers
by the diffuse ties of kinship — with all the extra claims such bonds
impose. In return, the boatmen became the economie mainstay of the
Gaan Gadu priesthood.

6. Anake's cargo
In 1892, only some months af ter Gaan Gadu's message had been spread
to Bush Negroes throughout the interior, a quite different movement
transformed the lives of a few hundred Saramaka on the Suriname
river. It started when hundreds of Saramaka were assembling at
Sofibuka (see map) for funerary rites. Word came from custodians
of the local Gaan Gadu shrine (here called Gaan Tata) that the
proceedings should be stopped forthwith. The shrine custodians
revealed that the deity demanded an immediate end of the rites;
henceforth they were to worship only Him. The "false deities" were
to be driven out of the village and their shrines demolished. According
to Albitrouw (1979:29), a contemporary and an eye-witness to many
of the events related here, this caused Sofibuka's inhabitants alarm
and sorrow, "but as they regarded the deity as their king, there was
nothing they could do but obey".

Quite soon it became clear that this iconoclastic purge was only the
beginning of a sequence of astounding events. While the assembled
elders were watching the final stages of the funerary rites, a medicine-
man of repute, Anake, feil into a trance. He urged the Saramaka
elders not to follow the tyrant so slavishly. Anake disclosed that he
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himself had become the medium of "The Holy Spirit Jesus the Son"
(Santa Yeye Jezus Pikin), and that this spirit would topple this "God
of the Djuka" by treating him exactly the same as he had done other
supernatural beings; in the new world to come there would no longer
be room for such a devil. Anake followed this up by tearing down
Gaan Gadu's shrines and carrying the tabernacle into thé "moon
house" — the menstrual seclusion hut — a place of utter defilement.

6.1. The millennium
Once Anake had the Gaan Gadu cult out of the way, he pronounced
revelations of things to come. Sofibuka would develop into a capital
city (Albitrouw 1978:41). Ships would steam up the river, unlóading
their rich cargoes in the village. In the future, the Saramaka would
live as the Europeans did, free from worry and deprivation. Anake
promised children to the childless, good health to the sick, prosperity
to all villagers, and eternal life to the faithful.

The messiah's teachings had immediate success. Although the efficacy
of his sermons is hard to gauge from contemporary sources, it is
certain that the iconoclastic purges spread from the centre at Sofibuka
to most villages on the middle section of the Suriname river. Sofibuka
itself accepted Anake as its messiah, revering him as God's represen-
tative on earth (Ijveraar 1899:184). Gvernight the village was
transformed into a community expecting the millennium, waiting and
praying for miracles to come. Work in the fields had come to a stop.
During long vigils, the villagers kept Anake company, singing the
hymns of the Congregation of Moravian Brethren16, or listening to
Anake praying. When nothing happened, Anake's following gradually
began to erode, people from other villages being among the first to turn
their back on the messiah.

6.2. The commune
When the cargo failed to be delivered, and disappointment set in,
Anake began to follow a different tack from the one usually taken
when prophecy fails. It was at this point that the ideology of the
movement becamé truly interesting, and revealed itself as a sustained
attempt to unravel the secrets of the new world it was helping to usher
in. The messiah, in an effort reminiscent of eighteenth-century western
scientists, transformed a church building into a pharmacy-cum-
laboratory. His adepts were instructed to collect a great variety of
leaves, roots, fibres and pieces of bark. Af ter classification, these
were stored.in hundreds of bottles. With the help of his brother, Anake
began to concoct medicines from these materials. His reputation as a
herbalist grew. Even Saramaka who did not belong to his close-knit
community considered him a trustworthy medicine man.

Anake's communal experiment was not only original, but also
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daring. At the. core of his social teachings was the assertion that
private property is the root of all evil, and should therefore be
abolished (Junker. 1940:282). In line with this notion, Anake's people
were instructed to stop working their individual plots and to contribute
their labour to the communal fields instead. Lumbering, canoe
building, wood-carving for. commercial purposes —̂  all of these were
to be done collectively. From themoney so earned, kerosene, salt,
ammunition, clothes and other riecessities were procured. These goóds
were deposited in the village storehouse for future use. Manioc bread
baked by women of the village was stored there, tóo. Junker (1940:
282) observed women entering the storehouse and taking from it
what they needed, with no questions asked. But he added a qüalificatioh
to his description: toóls, clothes, and presümably othèr valuables as
well, could not be taken from it at random. It remained Anake's
prerogative to distribute goods bought for money. Other examples of
communal ownership are given: tortoises were kept within a fenced
place; a small plantation of oil palms added to the possessions of the
village community; and hunters and fishermen brought their catches
to the village to be shared by all (MBB 1904:257; Bechler 1906:71).
In addition, communal méals were periodically prepared (Albitrouw
1978:41).

To get his commune off the ground, Anake founded a sort of new
Jerusalem, a village called Futunaakaba by the messiah. Only his most
devóted followers were allowed to take'. up residence in the new
settlement. In its outward appearance, the village reflected a sehsé of
ambition and drive to visitors. It was a "model village". From the
shore, a wide, sandy road — accórdingto visitors, the widést of any
of the roads entering Bush Negro villages — led into the new
settlement. The road was lined with carefully cultivated fields, where
a great variéty of foodstuffs was grown. The village. itsélf boasteda
church, a nativè pharmacy.a store, and an assembly hall of modest
size. Visitors, whether missionaries or government officials, were duly
impressed by this utöpian community — this example of "primitive
communism", as Junker (1940) labelled it, or "communist community
under patriarchal leadership", as'Sternberg (1927:22) called it.

During this time (around the turn of the century), when Bush
Negroes saw opporrunities of getting rich quick, it was an impressive
achievement to go against the tide by, attempting to curb the
acquisitive drives of individuals. Still, the question should be asked
to what extent Anake was successful in his attemp'ts to bring individual
possessions into a communal fuhd: Apart from the priviléged position
of Anake himself, an interesting passage in Bechler (1906:68) suggests
that Anake's father was a fairly wealthy man. He had built a house in
Futunaakaba, and'it appears that father, and son lived in the same
village for many years. As a general statement, Bechler added that
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many Bush Negroes earned a lot of money as freight carriers in French
Guiana. Assuming that Anake's men were no exception, and keeping
the example of the latter's father in mind, one is led to suppose that,
although some important goods were shared collectively, other valu-
ables (luxury goods, for instance) were definitely not. It seems, then,
that no full-fledged socialist community was ever actually realized —
a fact which does not necessarily detract from Anake's other
achievements. Albitrouw (1978:77) observed that few men were left
in the village around 1900. This suggests that Futunaakaba was little
different from other villages in the western zone: the men were off
working in French Guiana, while the women were left behind to fend
for themselves. When the boatmen finally came back af ter ten or more
years (Price 1970:162), they must have feit little inclination to put
their earnings into a common fund. The luxury goods in Anake's
father's house were his private property, and the same was probably
the case with the other men's possessions.

6.3. Personal despotism
Anake's story clearly displays the contours of personal despotic rule.
This despotism rested on a small number of spiritual claims. Although
there was some confusion in the beginning about what exactly was
the basis of his spiritual authority, Anake fairly soon asserted that he
was the medium of God, or later Jesus, or the Holy Spirit (Santa
Yeyé). He explained that this spirit had come to bring about a "new
order" (Albitrouw 1978:51); and he further elaborated that "it is a
dangerous spirit that God himself employs in a special way . . . so that
he can cha'se all the devils from the face of the éarth" (Albitrouw
1978:51). Anakè considered himself to be the medium of a "restorer
spirit" (Yeye) that would usher in the millennium and kill all
opponents. Some Bush Negroes af ter Anake have also claimed to be
the medium of such a "restorer spirit", and other such mediums may
have lived before Anake. Today such mediums are rare. What made
Anake even more remarkable was his boast that his followers would
be granted immortality; many later mediums of "restorer spirits" have
stopped short of such an extreme position.

Two basic concepts: obia and yeye
According to Bush Negroes, enormous powers dweil in the
universe, most of these untapped by, and in fact even unknown
to man. A medicine, or obia, is any part of such forces which
has become available to mankind. For humans, it has potentially
beneficial aspects, although certain parts of it may be harmful. It
has assumed a definite shape so that it can be distinguished
from other such supernatural forces. Human effort and dedication
are needed to realize all or part of its potentialities. As a result,
there is something finite about all obia. Although charged with
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suprahuman potential, they are never without a human touch,
or human frailty, for that matter. The yeye, untampered with by
human beings, stands in opposition to obia.

In common parlance, a yeye either is a synonym for the soul,
or it denotes an aspect of the human soul or a possessing spirit
which is pure, undiluted and flowing directly from the highest
supernatural source of the universe. It is this last meaning that
may clarify our argument here. The yeye resembles the Socratic
daemon, an intuitive personal conscience, or an aspect of an in-
vading spirit that performs a similar psychic function.

Santa Yeye is a spirit, but not one of the rank and file. It is
an emanation of the Supreme Deity, the Creator God, Masaa
Gadu Na Tapu (The Lord God Above). It belongs to a
small group of "restorer spirits" (together with Na Ogii, see
following section) that, as a direct manifestation of the most
Divine Authority, are sent to the world when things have deterio-
rated too far. A yeye is never taken to be an independent super-
natural force. It cannot be harnessed, tamed or put to work for
human ends. It is above manipulation and scheming. Untainted
by human mediation or tampering, it is like Melchizedek, a spirit
without parentage. This guarantees purity and an absolute
generalized authority, but also makes for a certain elusiveness.

Another noteworthy feature of Anake's theology was his rejection of
conscience probing and restrictive rules, both of them key aspects of
the Gaan Gadu cult. Only one condition had to be fulfilled by the
faithful in order to guarantee redemption: Anake's people were
required to accept the messiah's dictates unquestioningly. At the same
time, the burden of personal responsibility was alleviated. People
were no longer required to search their consciences: to review pain-
fully, day by day, the record of their dealings with supernatural
agents or their fellow-men. One no longer had to ask oneself: was
this obligation fulfilled or that deity sufficiently honoured. Anake's
instructions were there to resolve all doubts. Anake endeavoured to
free his followers from conscience altogether; his adepts were told not
to bother themselves with feelings of shame (Albitrouw 1978:58). To
show that he meant what he said, Anake lifted a number of prohi-
bitions that had previously occupied a central place in Bush Negro
culture.

Two examples will suffice here: the set of rules concerning menstrual
seclusion was temporarily suspended — perhaps with the intention of
permanently abolishing it; and previously forbidden sexual relations
between close matrilineal kin now became permissible. Certain
passages in Albitrouw (1978:63) also contain suggestions of general
promiscuity, but solid evidence of this is lacking. At any rate, Anake
himself violated a traditionally important taboo in Bush Negro society
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by marrying two "sisters" — two women who were close matrilineal
relatives. Whether this was meant to be exemplary behaviour, to be
followed by his adepts, or merely a prerogative of the leader, is
unknown to us.

Anake's brand of redemption — with its promise of a life of
freedom, unencumbered by daily worries about how to strike a
balance between the various claims and forces impinging upon the
individual— .came at a stiff price. His followers revered Anake as
the messiah; even his worn clothes were kept as relies (Junker 1940:
281). Nothing could be undertaken without Anake's permission; his
people were not permitted to go anywhere without informing him.
The inner core of the following — the so-called disciples — lived
in a state of almost total subjection. The messiah ordered the men
to hunt or do other chores for him; the female disciples were expected
to cook for him, wash his clothes, and perform other menial tasks.
Both during the day and late into the night, they were called upon
to bathe their leader and to accommodate him sexually whenever he
desired.

At this juncture two provisos must be made. Firstly, there is no
evidence that each and every follower of Anake prostrated himself
before his leader. The most blatant examples of submission occurred
among a very small group of disciples. Secondly, we do not wish to
suggest that the emerging ideology was always fully shared by the
leader and his followers. Both Anake and his adepts were convinced
that something had to change, and they worked out a "deal". But
there is no basis for concluding from this that every single follower
wished to be humiliated. Many ran away from Anake's commune.
Some of these returned. For most, the shelter offered by Anake's
commune was the major factor binding them to the utopian community.
Although the above ideas came from Anake, a fair amount of credit
must also be given to his predominantly female following.17

7. Atjaimikule and the forces of the wild
Although in general the Gaan Gadu cult had met with positive
responses, both from the Djuka and from other Bush Negroes, many
people still had reservations about it or even feit cheated. Among
the Matawai, the failure of Gaan Gadu's cult to consolidate its gains
may well have been related to the rapaciousness of its priests. The
missionary Burkhardt, who advanced this argument (1898:28), was
certainly influenced in many of his opinions by his general aversion
to the cult; but there is other evidence indicating that he was not
wide of the mark in this case (cf. De Ziel 1973:136-142). As we have
seen, the early successes of Anake among the Saramaka had much
to do with existing resentment about the imperious dictates of
representatives of the "Djuka deity". Even in the movement's heart-
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land, the Tapanahoni region, people were already openly expressing
their disillusionment with Da Sakka's religious innovations; at one
point, they blamed him for a plague of birds eating their crops before
these could be harvested (Spalburg 1979:56). But in the first decade,
such voices remained isolated signs of dissatisfaction.

7.1. Revolt against a corrupt deity
Twenty years after Gaan Gadu's priests had first begun travelling
through the interior to proselytize, the novelty of the new creed had
worn off, and doubts began to be voiced about it in public and with
great frequency. In 1908, Helstone (1908-1914) recorded how elders
returning to the Cottica after a visit to Gaan Gadu's central shrines
on the Tapanahoni had been deeply disappointed by what they had
experienced in the Djuka heartland. While they were staying at Godo
Oio village, the constant playing of the concertina — the latest fad —
had attracted a tiger-cat. The beast had crept up to the dancers and
had suddenly joined them, swinging with the rhythm, in full view of
a terrified crowd. Before leaving, the tiger-cat had killed all the
chickens and dogs in the village. Reports of similar occurrences, in-
volving appearances of strange creatures, came from other Tapanahoni
villages. The shocked Cottica visitors returned with grave doubts about
their deity: how could such outlandish things happen in Gaan Gadu's
own bulwark?

Whether tiger-cats or other creatures ever really made such
appearances in Tapanahoni villages is a question which need not
occupy us here. It is the symbolic meaning of these reports that is
interesting. Obviously, the Djuka in 1908 feit that powerful forces
were impinging upon them. The boundary between bush and village
— between dangerous, untamed forces and social order — had some-
how disappeared. Neither the human community nor apparently Gaan
Gadu was able to provide protection or to harness these forces.

It took a stranger, a Saramaka by the name of Atjaimikule, to
mobilize the growing disenchantment with Gaan Gadu into a counter-
movement. It is significant that this took place in the Sara and Cottica
regions, both of them areas inhabited by Djuka who paid tribute to
the Tapanahoni priesthood. In a sociolögical sense, the Cottica formed
part of the western zone: it had lost a large part of its male popuiation
to the gold industry, and now was home to a great number of
dependants who had been left behind to fend for themselves. For
reasons of space, we will limit our account to events on the Cottica
and not discuss Atjaimikule's exploits on Sara Creek in 1905.

7.2. Atjaimikule's despotic regime
Atjaimikule, or Akule for short, arrived among the Djuka bearing
the stigma of being ogii (wild, bad, or dangerous). This was based on
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rumours spread by his Saramaka kin, implicating Atjaimikule in
sexual assaults, incestuous relationships and witchcraft. Although
such a reputation obviously has its negative side, it can also be
advantageous for the person concerned. Clearly this means that one
is in contact with powerful sources. Acceptance or rejection of such
a figure is hard to predict, much depending on the particular
constellation of religious and political forces existing at the time. What-
ever the reasons, Atjaimikule was accepted by the Djuka.

After marrying a Djuka woman, Atjaimikule lived inconspicuously
at Maipa Ondo (Sara Creek area) for a number of years. But around
1905 he emerged as a new spiritual leader of the Djuka. Atjaimikule
transformed Maipa Ondo into a cult centre, attracted hundreds of
followers and imposed a reign of terror, threatening opponents with
death and relegating the more docile to a servile status.

To what extent Atjaimikule emulated Anake is hard to teil; he
certainly knew about the latter's exploits. Another similarity that
connects the two men is the particular sort of spiritual status both
aspired to. Atjaimikule demanded and received recognition as a
medium of Na Ogii ("The Danger"), an old, venerable deity of the
eighteenth-century Djuka who had returned to earth as a "restorer
spirit", this time to put an end to sinful exploitation by Gaan Gadu's
priests. Support must have come from many quarters. Very soon after
his bid for spiritual power, Atjaimikule received emissaries begging
him to check his anger and stop the vengeful killings. For five
consecutive years, Atjaimikule received tribute from Gaan Gadu's
priests (Helstone 1910). But the local representative of Gaan Gadu,
the shrine custodian at Kiiki Pandasi, did not submit. His stubborn
resistance prevented Atjaimikule from seizing all power in the Sara
Creek area. Probably sometime before 1908 Atjaimikule moved his
field of operation to the Creoles of the Para, as well as those of
Paramaribo — places where he need not fear organized opposition,
as long as he acted inconspicuously and furtively. During this time,
he remained in contact with prominent Djuka on the Tapanahoni and
Cottica.

Atjaimikule enjoyed the crowning success of his career among the
Cottica Djuka. In 1910, the old Djuka headman in the Cottica region
died. Atjaimikule saw his chance, and moved into the area before a
successor could be appointed. From the day of his arrival, great feasts
in honour of his spirit Na Ogii were held; these af f airs went on for
weeks on end and brought all economie life to a standstill. The
whole of the Cottica region became an Atjaimikule preserve. Together
with a foster-child named Gaando, he ruled the region as a divine
king. Atjaimikule commanded absolute obedience; those who evinced
even minor signs of dissatisfaction were threatened with instant
death. At the end of 1910, Atjaimikule was arrested by the colonial
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administration and subsequently banished to the Saramaka territory,
where he died in November 1917 (MM: Nov. 1917). Gaando managed
to hold out for another year; like his predecessor, he was revered as
God and commanded absolute obedience, until he, too, was removed by
a District Commissioner. As with his stepfather, banishment from the
Cottica was his fate. It is not wholly clear what charges led to the
expulsion of these two men from the region, but it seems probable
that the disruption of economie life weighed most heavily.

The Na Ogii movement resembled Anake's cult in many ways. Both
were despotic cults. Fines of 10 or 25 guilders were inflicted on
persons for simple offences or minor infractions of Atjaimikule's
rules (Barth 1910). While Atjaimikule kept people for months from
working their own plots, he ordered 70 to 80 men to préparé fields
for himself and his wives. Both Atjaimikule and Gaando trampled the
rights of their subjects under foot, insulting a number of men by taking
their wives, and seizing from others whatever took their fancy. No
one was allowed to leave the village without informing these leaders
beforehand. Both men prided themselves on their breaking with
fundamental taboos; Atjaimikule, for example, lived with a mother
and daughter, an act considered despicable by all the Djuka. Of
Gaando it is known that he made the villagers assemble in front of his
house early every morning to receive their instructions for the day.
When he came out of doors, people laid clothes in front of him, so
that he need not touch the earth.

7.3. Atjaimikule's "world view"
Many religious leaders in Bush Negro society have launched iconoclastic
campaigns directed against one or more spirit cults in the past. Atjaimi-
kule acted quite differently, choosing instead to spearhead a renaissance
of the spirit medium cults. His primary aim was to rehabilitate the
Ampuku cult and the pantheon of forest deities. The world view
propagated by the Ampuku cult stresses the harshness and brutality of
the world in which human beings live; in order to adapt to and hold
their own within this world, people must grasp at any desirable thing
which comes within their reach, whether through the use of force or
through cunning. Persons susceptible to Ampuku mediumship feel
irritated by the rules and interdictions imposed upon them by society;
they tend to oppose these and to see their own aggressive inclinations
embodied in natural forces.

Within the transformed religious universe that had been forged by
Gaan Gadu's priests, the new image of a strictly zealous and vindictive
God occupied a central place. This image met with resistance when
people began to feel that it had been formed in the likeness of the
Luropean God, or, worse still, the European himself. Many saw in
tnis deity and his servitors a strong element of hypocrisy, a form of
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insincerity they had always sensed in Europeans. After all, Europeans
did nöt appear to be bothered by contradictions between creed and
practice; for them, there seemed to be no difficulty in reconciling the
gospel of love for one's fellow-men with daily business transactions
displaying the starkest forms of human exploitation. If the true law
of the universe was the exploitation of one man by another, of one
nation by its neighbours, then why conceal the truth? Atjaimikule
demonstrated that such facts of life could be brought to the surface.
Assertiveness in its bluntest forms and callousness in human relation-
ships could be practised in the open, so long as one remained close to
the sources of supernatural power. One such source, which had long
been neglected, involved the dangerous forest gods. Once these deities
had re-emerged in full force, the old practice of conscience probing —
a cumbersome burden from the point of view of acquisitive individuals
— went out the door. With this barrier out of the way, Atjaimikule
feit it his right to seize other men's wives, transgress rules and taboos
and conduct himsèlf as a tyrant in general.

Atjaimikule convinced the new class of boat owners that they were
perfectly equipped to meet the challenges of an era of individualism,
and no longer needed to pay attention to the ideals of communal and
harmonióus living. The time had come to disregard all the restrictive
rules which had been laid down by the deceitful Gaan Gadu. The boat-
men could face the exigencies of these hard times better without such
restraints.

Mediums of forest spirits were the protagonists of an ideology
centered around their image of "natural man"; they were advocating
a new order in which "artificial" social constraints would play no
part. Ampuku adepts attested in word and deed to Anansi's (the
spider of folk-tales) time-honoured wisdom, and confirmed that man
is a creature full of greed; in their view, all prohibitions, divine or
other, that would keep man from enjoying himself merely served to
cheat him out of what was his due. Thus a contemporary (MBB 1911:
79) of Atjaimikule's wrote about him: "He knows only one thing:
to see to it that he himself enjoys life fully". In retrospect we can say
that the rumours of 1908 about tiger-cats running loose in Tapanahoni
villages were symbolically portentous for what was to follow.18

7.4. Social anchorage and ideology
Atjaimikule won his greatest victories in regions that paid tribute to
the Gaan Gadu priesthood. Both the Sara and Cottica regions were
under the obligation to bring "God's cargoes" to the Tapanahoni.
This requirement had existed bef ore 1890, but then had involved only
isolated cases. But with the witch crazes of the 1890s, what had once
been exceptions now became almost commonplace affairs, creating a
significant movement of goods and money from the periphery to the
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centre. This was bound to cause resentment and opposition. But it
helped to boost the fortunes of Atjaimikule.

The relationship between the privileged boat owners and Atjaimikule
was more problematical. Undoubtedly, Atjaimikule's ideology fitted
the needs of the patrons: it helped them to adapt to the tough world
of adventurers and rapacious capitalism in French Guiana and
Suriname by making them more resilient. On the other hand, Atjaimi-
kule also encouraged the spirit medium cults, a move which acted as
a boost for the old therapeutic community which relied heavily on
the boat owners' dependants and furthered the interests of this
category. This was not quite what the boatmen had been aiming at
in 1890.

The conclusion we thus arrive at is that Atjaimikule's world view,
and that of his Ampuku mediums, did not represent a class ideology.
Of course, we would not wish to suggest that its message was neutral
in socio-economic terms: no ideology which supported the powerful,
humiliated the meek and glorified exploitation could be. But it was a
"private" ideology, tied to individuals and groups rather than to a
social class. It could be as helpful to a dependant rationalizing the
manipulation of an oracle as it could to a boat owner defending his
sole right to dispose of his French francs as he saw fit. The ideology's
appeal was twofold. It removed the set of restrictive rules introduced by
Gaan Gadu's priests which had begun to make themselves feit more
and more as a burden. And it allowed people, vicariously, "to act out
fantasies of omnipotent control, of sovereign choice and sexual
license", in Erikson's (1965:183) words.

8. Conclusions
1 All three movements discussed here represent attempts to cope
with a changed economie environment. The mass screenings to
eradicate witchcraft and the iconoclastic campaigns of the Gaan Gadu
cult; the introduction of communal ownership by Anake; and the
ideological support given by Atjaimikule to acquisitive individuals —
all of these seem responses to a new world characterized by new
productive forces and new relations of production.
2 Once this basic fact is accepted, we should acknowledge as well
that the nature of the responses to these changes varied greatly. To
give a few examples: anti-witchcraft campaigns were not conspicuous
in the Anake and Atjaimikule cults, while the imagery of cargo and
the "primitive communism" of Anake are totally absent from the
others. Again, iconoclasm was characteristic of the cults of Gaan Gadu
and Anake, but not of Atjaimikule.
3 A materialistic interpretation appears to have some explanatory
power. As we have seén, the impetus for change among the Tapanahoni
Djuka came from a privileged group (the patrons), while Anake
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catered primarily to a following of dependants. This difference in
social anchorage can be seen to correspond to a rough division of
Suriname's hinterland into two economie zones. The Easterners gained
a living in the same river basins where their families lived, the
Westerners had to migrate to French Guiana in great numbers and
for many years, leaving behind their wives and children and the
elderly and disabled. It should therefore not come as a surprise that
Anake's cargo cult, strengthened by the communal ownership of a
considerable part of the means of production, was located in the
western zone. Here the ties between boatmen and dependants were
more tenuous (involving longer periods of absence and less financial
support), which meant more cases of starvation, more famine, but
also less control by the wealthy.19

The Gaan Gadu movement, which originated in the Marowijne-
Lawa basin and continued to receive most of its support from the
Easterners, intended to make its villages safe for capitalism — that
is, for the owners of the means of production (boats), i.e. patrons,
and their younger relatives.

Atjaimikule's cult took exception with Gaan Gadu's priests to the
tributary system imposed on the Djuka by a few privileged lineages.
Atjaimikule did not challenge private ownership, and neither did he
oppose the enrichment of certain individuals at the expense of others.
Neglect and exploitation of dependants were defended as principles
of nature, rather than being considered social ills to be corrected.
But the differences with the Gaan Gadu movement are equally worth
mentioning. The Na Ogii cult did not systematically promote the
interests of a single class, that of the boat owners; it did not, for
example, develop an idiom of evil (witchcraft) that directly threatened
the dependants. Moreover, it offered these dependants access to
countervailing power (the spirit medium cults).
4 An attempt at a materialistic explanation20 should take cognizance
of the vital factor of timing. It is important to bear in mind that the
Gaan Gadu cult was the first to react to the dislocation of traditional
society and the widening rift between rich and poor. Anake's response
to these same events came second. Anake had to take the social
changes resulting from the actions of Gaan Gadu's priests into account;
of particular significance were the directives issued for iconoclastic
purges. Anake's revelations came at a time when feelings of distress
as well as expectation had taken hold of the people. The purges had
disrupted a number of ordinary religious and medical routines; they
had also deprived religious specialists of their influence and income.
This must have created an explosive situation, and certainly
stimulated the rapid headway that Anake made among the Saramaka.
Anake was able to capitalize on the slumbering resentment of all
those who feit cheated out of their prerogatives by this "Djuka deity".
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The time sequence should again be kept in mind when discussing
Atjaimikule. More than ten years elapsed before he finally gained
recognition as the medium of an important spirit. By that time, to
many Djuka, the reforms advocated by Gaan Gadu's priests looked
stale and the promises empty. Moreover, this cult had crystallized into
a firm organization consisting of superior and subordinate, tribute-
paying oracles. Thus, Atjaimikule had the considerable political
advantage of having a target: he was able to direct his grievances at
an establishment already considered parasitical by many Djuka. The
achievement of Atjaimikule and his successors cannot be fully under-
stood without bearing in mind that a new structure of opportunism
and exploitation had emerged.
5 A point which does not seem to fit into a purely materialistic
explanation of these religious phenomena is the antinomian character
of the two later movements. Like all charismatic religious leaders,
Anake and Atjaimikule attempted to redraw the map of the world
for their followers. They did this in opposition to Gaan Gadu's moral
laws. Both men advocated the rejection of the restrictive rules imposed
by Gaan Gadu's priests and the discontinuation of conscience probing.
Faith in the two leaders themselves — Anake and Atjaimikule — was
enough. Moreover, both leaders strove to have the teachings of Gaan
Gadu exposed as pure hypocrisy. Pangs of conscience were to be
disregarded, according to Anake's teachings — a lesson taught with
similar gusto by Atjaimikule. All oppressive rules were to be flouted,
the Djuka were told. Thé new leaders ushered in a time of licence, in
which free rein was given to the fantasies and secret wishes of the
initiates. To summarize: both leaders attempted to reduce the im-
portance attached to the conscience and to shift the centre of gravity
in the psychical field from superego to id. One is reminded of a
passage from Erikson's Young Man Luther (1972:71-72), viz.:

"But men, especially in periods of change, are swayed by alternat-
ing world moods which seem to be artificially created by the
rrionopolists and manipulators of an era's opinions, and yet could
not exist without the highly exploitable mood cycles inherent in
man's psychological structure. The two most basic alternating
moods are those of carnival and atonement: the first gives
licence and leeway to sensual enjoyment, to relief and release at all
cost; the second surrenders to the negative conscience which
consfricts, depresses and enjoins man for what he has left un-
solved, uncared for, unatoned."

6 Both Anake and Atjaimikule evolved personal, despotic regimes.
They strove for total control: absolute obedience was what they
demanded. Liberation from the constraints of conscience was accom-
plished within a framework that encouraged the transfer of respon-
sibility from followers to leaders. Prostratëd before their leaders, the
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devout could henceforth live without a care or worry: the proper
course of action would be dictated to them. The price to be paid (by
the hard core, the disciples) was virtual slavery: the leader had the
right to know their every move, while they were obliged to toil and
humiliate themselves for him. They had become his property in the
most literal sense.

Such psychical transactions were quite different from the ones that
occurred in connection with the Gaan Gadu oracles. Consulters of the
oracles were encouraged to scrutinize the record of their past actions
closely, and to lay their inner dialogues and secret longings open to
inspection. But this was seldom done in public. Only very rarely were
consulters of the oracle enjoined to make an open confession.
Prostration before Gaan Gadu did not imply humiliation. Nor was any
transfer of responsibility propagated; rather, a heightening of sensitivity
was seen as desirable. Psychical transactions, in this case, were specific,
goal-directed and limited in time, being restricted to the consultation at
Gaan Gadu's oracle.
7 As we read through archival documents and talked to Djuka oral
historians, the unpredictability and capriciousness of religious in-
novation impressed us more than the f act that some general direction
of change cóuld be predicted f rom a knowledge of socio-economic
variables. Certainly, it is important to know that opportunities and the
distribution of power in the west (Suriname basin, Cottica region)
were different f rom those prevailing in the east (Marowijne basin), and
that these crucial variables help us to understand the presence of
witchcraft eradication campaigns and iconoclastic purges in the latter
region. But équally fascinating is the uniqueness and richness of each
cult's ideational structure. Hidden from view by the frenzy of witch
crazes and the destruction of shrines in Tapanahoni villages were
intriguing notions about the nature of the deity. Gaan Gadu, as the
Djuka saw him, was a divine disciplinarian. Changing relations of
production do not seem in themselves to have given rise to this cluster
of theological ideas. What equally defies explanation is the largely
tacit philosophy, implicit in Gaan Gadu's creed, of how the world
moves and what one's proper position in it should be. The movements
of Anake and Atjaimikule present us with the same phenomena. Once
one has pierced through the outer shell of despotism, a fascinating
array of ideas presents itself to the gaze. Only then does it become
fully clear how f ar consciousnesshas moved away from being, how
little the intricacies of "mind wórk" can be predicted from material
forces.

NOTES

1 Bush Negrp involvement in the economy of the plantation colony was
considerable throughout the nineteenth century. De Groot (1977:44) presents
data on the participation of Djuka Bush Negroes in the timber trade from
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1846 till 1856; the author demonstrates that hundreds of Djuka, probably
more than half of the male population, took part in it annually. Such data
have not been gathered systematically for the period before 1845, but it
should not be hard to collect these. References to economie activities of
Bush Negroes, and to their new settlements in the coastal plain, abound
in official documents and government correspondence from the first part of

• the century.
Increasingly, anthropologists and historians are preferring the name

"Maroons" to "Bush Negroes". We have not feit free to follow these
colleagues, for the simple reason that the Djuka of the Tapanahoni region
themselves seem disinclined to exchange their erstwhile name for others
suggested to them by outsiders.

2 This paper owes much to the pioneering work of Van der Linde (1956) and
Voorhoeve and Van Renselaar (1962). Van der Linde was the first to discuss
"prophetic-messianic" movements in Suriname and relate the relevant
materials to studies of new religious movements elsewhere. Voorhoeve and
Van Renselaar presented the material on the Saramaka messiah Anake
contained in the Albitrouw diaries (1978). Their paper is important for
its wealth of new material and as an extremely interesting attempt at
explaining Suriname's indigenous religious movements.~ Their research
strategy is to compare "several different movements in a small area whose
history is well known", and to relate "the emergence and form of these
movements to social conditions" obtaining at various points in Suriname's
history (1962:193-194).

3 We are following Price (1976:4) in the use of the term "tribe" for those
social groupings that are characterized by a combination of segmentary
organization, territorial control, and the strong interpenetration of principles
of kinship and locality with the economie, political and religious life.

4 Hurault (1961:10), who did ethnographic field work among the Aluku and
paid several visits to other groups in the Marowijne basin, is of the opinion
that the customs and dialects of the Djuka, Paramaka and Aluku (Boni)
are almost identical. Price (1976:4) distinguishes between Saramaka,
Matawai and Kwinti on the one hand, and Djuka, Aluku and Paramaka on
the other. The two larger categories display significant mutual cultural
variations, according to Price.. We would agree with both authors.

5 The most reliable data as far as we know are provided by the statistical
service of the French Department of Colonies (Statistiques 1900-1917). In
1908, to take one example, almost 70% of all concessionaries worked in
the Mana and Marowijne basins. In 1909, 66% of the concessionaries laboured
in the Mana region, producing more than 60% of French Guiana's gold.

6 Brunetti (1890:239) mentions the presence of Bush Negro freight carriers
on the Mana' in 1886. Bureau (1936:96) estimates that the need for Bush
Negro freight carriers on the Mana arose in 1880, coinciding with the first
discoveries of gold deposits along the middle section of that river. Such an
early date for the beginnings of Bush Negro involvement in the gold
industry of the Mana is justified by the information in archival materials
presented by Price (1975:66). Jolivet (1968:20) mentions the presence of
Saramaka on the Approuague in 1897; for the Oyapock approximately the
same period is indicated by the author.

7 Evidence of food shortages in Saramaka territory is regularly found in
official documents, government correspondence and missionary reports
from about 1918 onwards, such as: 1918 — Staal (1922-23:43); 1919 — MM,
February 1919; 1922 — KV 1923; 1923 — Junker (1932-1933:322); GR,
January 22, 1923; 1924 — GR, April 5, 1924 (LA-1101);' 1926 — MBB
1926:177; 1928 — OS 127; 1929 — OS 127. For the Sara Creek Djuka, see
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Annual Report of the Congregation of Moravian Brethren for the year 1912,
kept at ZZG. For the Tapanahoni, evidence of famine appears in Spalburg's
letter to the Marowijne District Commissioner, July 15, 1899; in MTB
1899:35 and MTB 1900:360. For the Cottica region, see MTB 1896:72. This
source refers to the years 1895 and 1896.

8 At the request of Djuka elders, chief Oseisie consented to make the ritual
"oath taking" (diingi Sweli) binding on all adults. A few thousand Djuka
journeyed to Diitabiki to pledge that they would never resort to witchcraft,
and sealed this oath by drinking a few drops of a sacred potion. Formerly,
only clan elders and a few suspects had been expected to take this oath.

9 In 1891 several meetings were held at various places all over the coastal
plain to familiarize the Bush Negroes with the new creed {BHW 1892:
139-144; MBB 1892:363). In particular, people were urged to free them-
selves from the shackles of possessing spirits by pushing their shrines into
the river and burning their amulets (NRB 1892-574; Albitrouw 1979:29).
That is exactly what many proceeded to do. For the coastal Djuka (Cottica,
Sara Creek, Santigron), the inauguration of new branches of the Gaan Gadu
cult had to wait until 1893. In that year, a delegation of Cottica notables
under the leadership of their headman, Booko Amaka, journeyed to
the Tapanahoni. After a six-month stay, Booko Amaka returned to convene
a gathering of all Cottica Djuka so as to disclose what divine pronouncements
had been given on the Tapanahoni a few years earlier (MBB 1895:53).

That the new cult gained rapid acceptance outside the Tapanahoni region
can be inferred from entries in Spalburg's diary (1979), kept at Diitabiki
between 1896 and 1900. Spalburg noted the presence at Diitabiki of Sara-
maka, Paramaka, Djuka from the Cottica and Commewijne regions and a
few Creoles from Paramaribo and Cayenne. These people were awaiting
their turn to consult the Gaan Gadu oracle.

10 In 1972, Akalali, a new prophet, finally brought the activities at Gaan Gadu's
shrines and oracles to a stop (Thoden van Velzen & Van Wetering 1975).
The sacred sanctuary was then opened to the public. At first only a few
people came, but later hundreds swarmed over the holy dumping-place, in
search of valuable objects. A year later, when taken on a guided tour by Akalali,
we still saw some goods in varying stages of decay at the former sanctuary.
The weather and luxuriant vegetation had formed green mounds of what
must have been some of the earliest dumping sites.

11 Such theological notions smack of Christianity. Although very few mission-
aries visited the Tapanahoni during the nineteenth century, the Djuka were
well acquainted with Christian ideas. But one should be careful about
attributing "conscience probing" and related ideas to the teachings of
missionaries. Acculturation is a much more complex process than the mere
exchanging of ideas or borrowing of cultural traits. We feel equally little
inclined to ascribe the notion of Gaan Gadu as a divine disciplinarian
to the proselytizing of missionaries. In 1890 these concepts were crucial
for a new generation of boat owners who longed to have a better under-
standing of the world. After 1905, when much of Gaan Gadu's lustre and
meaning seem to have disappeared, many Djuka turned to the antinomian
cult of Na Ogii, rejecting the predominance of moral ideas and ridiculing
the teachings of Gaan Gadu's priests as hypocrisy. Along with Van der Eist
(1970:183), we would caution against acceptance of superficial corre-
spondences between Bush Negro ideas and Judeo-Christian theology as proof
of a syncretic origin.

12 This point can be substantiated by countless references to official documents
and the correspondence between, for example, District Commissioners and
the Governor's office at Paramaribo. Numerous passages in published
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sources attest the same; see, for example, Kappler (1881) and Struycken de
Roysancour (1909/1910).

13 Thomas (1970:67) explains this as follows: "The tensions that produced
witchcraft allegations were thus those generated by a society which no
longer held a clear view as to how its dependent members should be treated;
they reflected the ethical conflict between the twin and opposing doctrines
that those who did not work should not eat, and that it was blessed for the
rich to support the poor".

14 The people of the village of Keementi called it Da Aguda puu sani ("Father
Aguda removes — evil — things"). Here, too, was a person (Father Aguda)
who had been taken away from. the living by Gaan Gadu. As in the case
of Coba, Aguda's corpse was carried around in search of the instruments
of witchcraft. The significance of the "Aguda-oracle" was restricted to
villages along the lower reaches of the Tapanahoni, the Bilo ("Downstream")
section of Tapanahoni Djuka society, an area downstream of Puketi. Ac-
cording to the elders of Keementi, the purge was necessary because Coba's
ghost had not wholly completed her work for the Bilo people. During the
dry season, when water levels tend to fall drastically, one can still see the
rusty reniains of objects (pots, tins) that once were supposed to .contain
the instruments of witchcraft.

15 For the Suriname river, see Albitrouw (1979:29); for the Saramacca, see NRB
1892:574; for the Cottica, see BHW 1892:139-144.

16 The basic sources for Anake's movement are Albitrouw's diaries (1978,
1979), Bechler (1906), Junker (1940), Sterman (1978, 1979), Voorhoeve and
Van Renselaar (1962) and Zuch (1905).

The relation between the Christian missions and Anake is far from simple.
A detailed account is to be found in two contributions by Sterman (1978,
1979). What strikes us here is the contrast between a surface level of
Christian symbols and signs of allegiance to Christianity and a deeper level
that was totally at odds with the teachings of the missionaries. It is at this
latter level that we discern antinomian values, such as the insistence on
disregarding the dictates of the conscience and the breaking of taboos.
The two factors that were probably most decisive in preventing a reconcilia-
tion between the Moravian missionaries and Anake were the latter's fear
of losing his prerogatives and the deliberate amorality of the cult's creed.
Retracing the connection between Anake's movement and Christianity might
make us lose sight of that deeper level. Cf. note 11.

17 For the section on Anake, we have relied heavily on part of Thoden van
Velzen and Van Wetering 1982.

18 Certain paragraphs in the section on Atjaimikule's movement have been
taken from Thoden van Velzen and Van Wetering 1982.

19 It is in the same western zone that the Jesus-Maria movement of the
Saramaka Pobpsi has to be located. Schelts (1922), when visiting Pobosi in
1922, was struck by the fact that almost the entire population of this
prophet's village consisted of women. As in Anake's case, the following of
Pobosi was preparing itself for the millennium. The followers built a
meeting-place for the great occasion, prayed, and waited. An iconoclastic
purge seems to have preceded this (Muller 1922:71).

20 To our mind, a study of religious movements always stands to profit from
an understanding of the dominant mode of production in the economie zone
concerned. This does not imply that we feel obliged to employ the full
tool-kit of the adherents of the "modes of production" approach. For
example, the articulation of modes of production, that is tó say the linking
of various economie zones through surplus appropriation and political
control of dominant over subject zones, has hardly been discussed in this
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paper. We feel that in this particular case the autonomy of the economie
zone in.which the Bush Negroes worked was sufficiently marked to warrant
such an omission. .
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